NOBEL
" In the autumn of 1884 I went to live at Dresden, and handed
over the management of the factory to a Norwegian, Olaf Hansen.
" I had been exceptionally fortunate while I was in control,
since there had not been an accident of any kind in the factory
during that time. There was one occasion when there was im-
minent risk of a serious explosion ; I saw thick red vapour issuing
from the windows, doors and exits of the nitro-glycerine washhouse.
This meant that the nitro-glycerine had begun to decompose. I
hurried to the spot and cleared the workmen out and, by means of
an intensive application of air and water cooling I succeeded in
arresting the process of decomposition.
" At that time, i.e., in 1884, there were the following nitro-
glycerine factories in Germany : the Dynamit A.G., Hamburg, with
their factories in Kriimmel and Schlebusch; the Rheinische
Dynamit Fabrik, Cologne, with their factories in Opladen and
Mansfeld; the Deutsche Sprengstoff A.G., with their factory in
Altberun; the Siegener Dynamitfabrik, Cologne, with their factory
in Foerde; and finally the Dresdner Dynamitfabrik, Dresden, with
their factories in Muldenhiitten and Radeberg. Keen competition
prevailed, and after many fruitless efforts the first German Con-
vention was held in the spring of 1884.
** The Convention gradually produced a friendly relationship
between the first three of these companies, which formed them-
selves into the so-called German Union, and proposed to the
Dresden Dynamite Factory that it should join them. This
proposal was accepted, and the profits were divided according to a
prearranged scheme.
" Although this Convention settled the problems of the explosives
within the German Empire, the competition in the export trade
became more and more keen. The two main rivals were the
German companies on the one hand and Nobel's Explosives
Company, Ltd., of Glasgow, Australia, South Africa and England

